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Fragile X syndrome is a common form of mental retardation caused by the absence of the FMR1 protein,
FMRP. Fmr1 knockout mice exhibit a phenotype with some similarities to humans, such as macro-orchidism
and behavioral abnormalities. Two homologs of FMRP have been identified, FXR1P and FXR2P. These proteins
show high sequence similarity, including all functional domains identified in FMRP, such as RNA binding
domains. They have an overlap in tissue distribution to that of FMRP. Interactions between the three FXR proteins
have also been described. FXR2P shows high expression in brain and testis, like FMRP. To study the function
of FXR2P, we generated an Fxr2 knockout mouse model. No pathological differences between knockout and
wild-type mice were found in brain or testis. Given the behavioral phenotype in fragile X patients and the phenotype previously reported for the Fmr1 knockout mouse, we performed a thorough evaluation of the Fxr2
knockout phenotype using a behavioral test battery. Fxr2 knockout mice were hyperactive (i.e. traveled a
greater distance, spent more time moving and moved faster) in the open-field test, impaired on the rotarod
test, had reduced levels of prepulse inhibition, displayed less contextual conditioned fear, impaired at locating the
hidden platform in the Morris water task and were less sensitive to a heat stimulus. Interestingly, there are
some behavioral phenotypes in Fxr2 knockout mice which are similar to those observed in Fmr1 knockout
mice, but there are also some different behavioral abnormalities that are only observed in the Fxr2 mutant
mice. The findings implicate a role for Fxr2 in central nervous system function.

INTRODUCTION
Fragile X syndrome is the most common form of inherited
mental retardation affecting 1 in 4000 males (1,2). The main
characteristics of the syndrome are mental retardation and
macro-orchidism in males (3). This disorder is a result of an
expanded CGG trinucleotide repeat in the 5′-untranslated
region (5′-UTR) of the FMR1 gene (4–6). This X-linked
disorder is caused by the absence of the fragile X mental retardation 1 protein (FMRP). Since the cloning of FMR1 in 1991
much effort has been put into unraveling the function of FMRP
(5,7–9). Although the precise function of FMRP has not been
elucidated several characteristics of the protein have been
described. Two homologs of FMR1, FXR1 and FXR2, have
been identified (10–12). Together, the three proteins form a
small family of fragile X related (FXR) proteins. Since these
proteins show a high sequence homology, and overlap in tissue
distribution, analogous functions are suggested (13,14). It has

been suggested that these proteins might partly complement
one another. Therefore, to unravel the function of these
proteins and to understand how the absence of FMRP causes
the fragile X phenotype the studies concerning FMRP are
extended to study the three proteins and their possible interactions. FMRP contains conserved sequence motifs, two KH
domains and an RGG box (15) which are present in many RNA
binding proteins. FMRP has also been found to be associated
with ribosomes (16,17) and to be present in neuronal dendrites
(8,14). The RNA binding domains appear to be functional,
since in vitro binding of FMRP to homopolymeric RNA was
shown, and FMRP showed a selectivity for a fraction of
mRNAs expressed in brain including its own mRNA (7,18,19).
FMRP is mainly cytoplasmic, but the presence of a nuclear
export signal (NES) as well as a nuclear localization signal
(NLS) suggest that FMRP is capable of shuttling between the
nucleus and the cytoplasm (17,20,21).
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Figure 1. Targeting construct disrupting Fxr2 by removing exon 7. An antisense neo cassette was cloned to allow selection of the transfected ES cells.

The three FXR proteins are very homologous by amino acid
sequence, especially throughout the N-terminal and central regions
(for FXR1P and FXR2P, 86 and 70% identity, respectively).
Consistent with this homology, the functional domains characterized in FMRP are also found in FXR1P and FXR2P. Both
FXR1P and FXR2P contain an NES and an NLS (17).
Recently, nucleolar-targeting signal has been identified for
both FXR1P and FXR2P (22). The C-termini of the three
proteins are, however, highly divergent, sharing only 6%
similarity.
The pattern of tissue distribution is also similar between
FMRP, FXR1 and FXR2. Like FMRP, both FXR1P and
FXR2P are expressed in the organs affected by fragile X
syndrome. In brain FMRP, FXR1P and FXR2P are found in
the cytoplasm of neurons. A minority FXR1P was demonstrated in the nucleolus of some neurons. However, in testis the
expression of the three proteins is different. For adult testis
FMRP is expressed in early spermatogonia, together with
FXR1P and FXR2P. In contrast to FMRP, there is also high
expression of FXR1P and FXR2P in the more maturing
spermatogenic cells (23,24).
The similarities found between the three proteins at the
amino acid level, the overlap in tissue distribution, and the fact
that the proteins can interact led to the suggestion that the FXR
proteins have analogous functions. Since the relatively mild
phenotype observed in fragile X patients is difficult to reconcile
with the fundamental properties of FMRP, it has been
suggested that the Fxr1 and Fxr2 genes are capable of complementing (partially) the functions of FMRP functions, which
might explain the relatively mild phenotype observed in fragile
X patients.
Like FMRP, FXR1P and FXR2P are conserved in other
species. All three proteins are also found in mice. A knockout
mouse for Fmr1 was generated in order to study the function of
Fmrp (25). The phenotype of the Fmr1 knockout mice shows
some similarities to the phenotype observed in fragile X
patients. The Fmr1 knockout mice are hyperactive (25,26),
have abnormal anxiety-related responses (26), and have
impaired motor coordination (26). Although not observed by
all investigators, e.g. Peier et al. (26), Fmr1 knockout mice
display mild learning impairments on some learning and

Figure 2. Western blot analysis indicates that the Fxr2 knockout mice do not
express Fxr2p.

memory tasks (25,27–30). Interestingly, learning performance
appears to depend on genetic background (28,29). Finally,
Fmr1 knockout mice show macro-orchidism. Knockouts for
Fxr1 proved to be lethal (H.Siomi, personal communication).
Homozygous Fxr1 knockout mice were born alive, but died
within a few hours. Most likely, these mice die because of
failure of the respiratory system. Fxr1p is highly expressed in
muscle and the lack of Fxr1p could influence the function of
the lungs and the heart, which are composed of predominantly
muscle tissue.
Here we describe the generation of a knockout mouse for
Fxr2. Fxr2p is also relatively highly expressed in brain and
testis. If the FXR proteins indeed have analogous functions our
Fxr2 knockout mouse model might shed more light on the
function of the FXR proteins and how these proteins interact or
influence each other. Double knockouts of Fmr1 and Fxr2
might provide data about the likelihood that Fxr2p can
compensate partly for the absence of Fmrp.
RESULTS
After ES cell electroporation using plasmid pCB33 (Fig. 1)
700 colonies were picked and three homologous recombinant
clones were identified by PCR and Southern blot analysis. Two
clones were used for blastocyst injection. Germline chimeras
were obtained. F1 heterozygous littermates were crossed to
homozygosity in order to generate Fxr2 knockout mice.
Mice homozygous for the null allele developed normally and
no macroscopic differences could be identified. The mice
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Figure 3. Fxr2p expression in brainstem of wild-type (A) and Fxr2 knockout mice (B). The expression of Fmrp (D) and Fxr1p (C) in Fxr2 knockout mice was not
changed compared to wild-type (data not shown).

appear viable and fertile. As Fmr1 KO mice showed enlarged
testicles the testis weight of Fxr2 mice was determined. The
Fxr2 null mice did not show enlarged testicles (data not
shown).
Immunohistochemistry
To test whether the mice homozygous for the mutated Fxr2
gene were indeed knockout for Fxr2 protein (Fxr2p), western
blotting and immunohistochemistry were performed using
standard procedures. For western blotting two antibodies were
used, monoclonal A42 and polyclonal 1937, for immunohistochemistry only polyclonal 1937 was used. Western blotting
(Fig. 2) as well as immunohistochemistry (Fig. 3B) confirmed
that knockout mice were indeed negative for Fxr2p.
Light microscopic examination, using routine staining techniques showed no gross abnormalities when comparing Fxr2
knockout mice with wild-type littermates (data not shown).
Immunocytochemical analysis of sagittal brain sections (wildtype and Fxr2 KO mice), using antibodies against specific
brain markers, including SMI31, MAP-2, TAU protein and
synaptophysin revealed no pathological abnormalities in the
brain compared to wild-type brain sections (Fig. 4). In addition,
we showed the absence of Fxr2p in brain tissue (neurons) from
Fxr2p knockout mice, using monospecific antibodies against
FXR2P (Fig. 3). In contrast, sections of brain tissue from wildtype mice showed the presence of Fxr2p in the cytoplasm of
neurons. Interestingly, the expression pattern of Fmrp and
Fxr1p in neurons of Fxr2 knockout mice is similar to the
expression in neurons of wild-type mice (Fig. 3C and D).

Behavioral tests
Fxr2 knockout male mice and wild-type littermates were
subjected to a battery of behavioral assays, which included
tests for simple sensory and motor function, locomotor
activity, anxiety-related responses, motor coordination and
skill learning, sensorimotor gating, sensory adaptation, conditioned fear, spatial learning and analgesic-related responses.
These tests were performed to characterize a range of domains
of CNS function, and to compare them to the recent behavioral
results (26) of the Fmr1 knockout mice.
To ensure that there were no severe neurological abnormalities
which would potentially interfere with subsequent testing,
mice in batch A were evaluated on a neurological screen (31).
There were no differences in the baseline responses between
Fxr2 KO and wild-type mice in this simple neurological screen
assessment suggesting that they had no gross, overt behavioral
anomalies.
For each of the tests discussed below the overall main effect
of genotype is presented. However, only the batch effects that
were statistically significant are reported below. Finally, there
were no significant genotype X batch interactions (P > 0.3),
therefore the interaction terms are not presented.
Locomotor activity in the open-field.
The open-field test is used to assess locomotor activity and
anxiety-related responses. One wild-type had to be excluded
from the analysis due to experimental error. Fxr2 knockout
mice were significantly more active in the open-field
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Figure 4. Immunohistochemical analysis of brain sections [(A–D) cerebellum; (E and F) hippocampus] using the markers synaptophysin (A and B), MAP-2
(C and D) and SMI 31 (E and F) did not show differences between wild-type (A, C, E) and Fxr2 knockout mice (B, D, F).

compared to the wild-type mice. Fxr2 knockout mice traveled
a greater distance [F(1,52) = 22.67, P = 0.00002] (Fig. 5A),
spent more time moving [F(1,52) = 22.18, P = 0.00002] (Fig. 5B)
and traveled faster [F(1,52) = 7.6378, P = 0.007] (data not
shown). Fxr2 mutant mice did not rear more often than wildtype mice [F(1,52) = 0.816, P = 0.37] (data not shown). Together
these results show that the Fxr2 knockout show characteristics of
hyperactivity compared to wild-type littermates.
The open-field test one can also assess anxiety-related
response using a center:total distance ratio. Mice prefer to
explore the perimeter of the open-field and tend to avoid the
center of the arena. The avoidance of the center of the openfield, therefore, is believed to reflect an animal’s level of
anxiety-related responses. There were no differences in the
levels of anxiety-related responses between Fxr2 knockout and
wild-type mice as measured using this center:total distance
ratio from the open-field test [F(1,52) = 0.00003, P = 0.996]

(Fig. 5C). Consistent with this finding is the fact that there
were also no differences between Fxr2 knockout and wild-type
mice on the light–dark test, another assay for anxiety-related
responses (data not shown).
Rotarod test
The rotarod test is used to study motor coordination and skill
learning. Figure 6 shows that the Fxr2 knockout mice
performed significantly worse than their wild-type littermates
[F(1,53) = 7.725, P = 0.007]. An important aspect of this data
is the fact that the performance of both the Fxr2 mutants and
wild-types improved significantly during training [F(7,371) =
57.629, P < 0.00001], and that there was no genotype X trial
interaction [F(1,53) = 1.634, P = 0.206]. In addition, a comparison
of the performance curves using linear and quadratic trend
analyses showed that both genotypes have significant linear
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Figure 5. Mice were tested in an open-field arena for 30 min. Fxr2 mutant mice are more active in the open-field test as assessed by (A) the total distance traveled
(in cm) and (B) the time spent moving. (C) Fxr2 KO and wild-type mice have similar levels of anxiety-related responses as measured using the center:total distance
ratio. The mean (±SEM) data over three 10 min intervals are presented.

overall analyses. There was no significant difference in the
acoustic startle response between Fxr2 knockout and wild-type
mice [F(1,49) = 0.365, P = 0.0548] (Fig. 7A). Overall, the level
of prepulse inhibition increased as the sound level of the
prepulse increased for both wild-type and Fxr2-deficient mice
[F(4,196) = 217.19, P < 0.00001] (Fig. 7B). However, the
overall levels of prepulse inhibition were significantly lower in
Fxr2 knockout mice compared to the wild type littermates
[F(1,49) = 4.595, P = 0.037]. These findings suggest that the basic
startle response is normal in Fxr2 mutants, but sensorimotor
gating as assessed using the prepulse inhibition paradigm is
impaired.
Acoustic startle habituation

Figure 6. Motor coordination and skill learning was tested using the rotarod
assay. Fxr2 KO mice spent less time walking on top of the rotating rod
compared to their wild-type littermates. The means (±SEM) are presented.

and quadratic trends (P < 0.00). Thus, the rate for the improved
performance was similar for both Fxr2 mutant and wild-type
mice. Therefore, this pattern of data suggest that the overall
impaired rotarod performance in Fxr2 mutants is related to
impaired motor coordination, not skill learning.
Acoustic startle and prepulse inhibition of the acoustic
startle response
Prepulse inhibition is used to assay sensorimotor gating by
quantitating the normal suppression of a startle that is preceded
by a weak, non-startling prestimulus. The maximum startle
amplitude and prepulse inhibition data are presented in Figure 7.
In all of our studies we eliminate mice that do not show a
startle response because it is not possible to evaluate prepulse
inhibition in an animal that does not startle. In this study three
mice did not show the minimum startle response (two wildtype and one mutant) and their data were not included in the

Consistent with the startle response data acquired during the
prepulse inhibition test, there was no significant difference in
the overall startle response between the Fxr2 knockout and
wild-type mice during the startle habituation test [F(1,49) = 0.103,
P = 0.748] (data not shown). Importantly, both genotypes did
show a significant decrease (i.e. habituated) to the startle
response across the 100 startle presentations [F(9,441) = 14.168,
P = < 0.00001]. There was a significant batch effect [F(1,49) = 8.107,
P = 0.006], which resulted from the overall levels of startle in the
first batch being lower than the responses of the second batch.
Conditioned fear
The conditioned fear test is utilized to assay a fear-based
response using a Pavlovian learning and memory paradigm.
Levels of freezing for the context and auditory cued conditioned
fear tests are shown in Figure 8. Two mice (one of each genotype) had to be excluded because they did not respond to the
foot-shock during training. During the context test, Fxr2
knockout mice displayed significantly less freezing responses
than their wild-type littermates [(F(1,50) = 6.078, P = 0.017]. In
contrast, the Fxr2 knockout mice showed similar levels of freezing
during the conditioned stimulus (CS) test [F(1,50) = 0.329,
P = 0.568]. These findings suggest that Fxr2 knockout mice
have a selective impairment in fear conditioning that is associated
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Figure 7. Sensorimotor gating was measured using the prepulse inhibition of the acoustic startle paradigm. (A) The maximum startle amplitude to a 120 dB sound
burst (40 ms) was similar in Fxr2 KO and wild-type mice. (B) Sensorimotor gating was reduced in Fxr2 KO mice as shown by the significantly lower levels of PPI
compared to wild-type mice. The means (±SEM) are presented.

Figure 8. Percentage freezing in the conditioned fear test. Fxr2 KO mice
displayed significantly less freezing responses during the context test, but
showed similar levels of freezing during the CS test. The means (±SEM) are
presented.

with the context or environment where the shock occurred, but
not to a single cue that is associated with the foot-shock.
Morris water maze
The hidden-platform version of the Morris water task is widely
accepted for examining spatial learning and memory in mice.
During Morris water-task training some mice will float or jump
off the platform. Since these responses may be incompatible
with the behaviors needed to locate and learn the platform’s
position, we routinely eliminate mice from the experiment if
they float or jump from the platform. Therefore, we had to

eliminate three mice (one knockout and two wild-type) from
this experiment. In addition, one mutant mouse died due to
unexplained reasons prior to the Morris testing.
The swim distance to the escape platform was significantly
greater [F(1,48) = 9.244, P = 0.003] and the time to locate the platform (data not shown) was significantly longer [F(1,48) = 16.33,
P = 0.002] in the Fxr2 knockout mice compared to the wildtype controls (Fig. 9A). However, there was no overall difference
[F(1,48) = 0.815, P = 0.37] in swim speed (data not shown)
between Fxr2 knockout and wild-type mice.
During the probe trial wild-type mice displayed a normal
spatially biased search pattern. The wild-type mice spent
significantly more time in the training quadrant compared to
the other quadrants [F(3,69) = 21.04, P < 0.00001; spent
more time in the training quadrant compared to other quadrants, P < 0.0001] (data not shown) and they crossed the exact
place where the platform had been located during training
more often than equivalent locations in the other quadrants
[F(3,69) = 9.4, P = 0.00003; spent more time in training quadrant
compared to other quadrants, P < 0.0003] (Fig. 9B). Similarly, the
Fxr2 knockout mice spent significantly more time in the
training quadrant compared to the other quadrants [F(3,81) = 6.49,
P = 0.005; time spent in the training quadrant was greater than
the time in the quadrants to the left and opposite, P < 0.0003,
time spent in the training quadrant was greater than the time
spenr in the quadrant to the right, P = 0.053] (data not shown),
and crossed the training site more often than the comparable
site in the other quadrants [F(3,81) = 6.91, P = 0.0003; time in
the training quadrant was more than time spent in other quadrants, P < 0.006] (Fig. 9B). The wild-type mice did spend
significantly more time in the training quadrant compared to
the time that the Fxr2 mutants spent in the training site
[F(1,48) = 9.9067, P = 0.004], but the number of times the two
genotypes crossed the training site was equivalent [F(1,48) = 2.147,
P = 0.149].
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Figure 9. Spatial learning performance in the Morris water maze task. (A) Fxr2 KO mice took significantly longer paths to locate the hidden platform during
training. (B) Both wild-type and Fxr2 KO mice showed spatially biased selective search patterns during the subsequent probe test. Both wild-type and Fxr2 KO
mice crossed the training site significantly more often than equivalent locations in the other quadrants. The means (±SEM) are presented.

Taken together, it appears that the Fxr2 mutant mice are not
as proficient at locating the platform as wild-type mice, but
they do use a spatially biased search strategy. Comparing the
quadrant search time data from the training quadrant only
during the probe trial it appears that the wild-type mice may
have a stronger spatial bias for the training site compared to the
Fxr2 KO mice. However, this difference is not supported by
the platform crossing data, which is often considered a better
indicator for spatial search accuracy. Thus, Fxr2 KO mice do
show spatial search behavior in the Morris water task.
Hotplate
The time to the first hind-limb response is shown in Figure 10.
The Fxr2 knockout mice took significantly longer to shake or
lick their hind-paw in response to the heat stimulus [F(1,51) = 9.86,
P = 0.0028]. These findings suggest that the Fxr2 knockout
mice are less sensitive to this type of painful stimuli.

Figure 10. Fxr2 KO mice took significantly longer to display a hind-limb
response in the hotplate test for analgesia-related response. The means (±SEM)
are presented.

DISCUSSION
Based on the sequence homology and partly overlapping tissue
distribution, it has been hypothesized that FXR1P and FXR2P
have functions analagous to those of FMRP. Furthermore, it
was suggested and demonstrated in in vitro studies that the
three homologs can interact with each other as homomers and
heteromers. The physiological relevance of these interactions
is not known. The absence of FMRP is known to cause the
fragile X syndrome phenotype. Although FXR1P and FXR2P
are not altered in fragile X syndrome patients, it is possible that
FXR1P and/or FXR2P can compensate in part for the function
of FMRP. In order to unravel the function of the FXR proteins
and to study their possible interactions it is useful to study the
three proteins together. The knockout mouse model for the
fragile X syndrome proved to be highly valuable to study the
function of FMRP (25,26). In order to extend these studies to
the whole FXR family knockout mouse models will be generated
for FXR1P and FXR2P. Here we describe the generation of a
knockout mouse for Fxr2.

The Fxr2 knockout mice appear viable and fertile. Macroscopically no gross abnormalities were found. The expression
of Fxr2p is relatively high in brain and testis; therefore special
attention was paid to these organs. In brain, SMI, MAP-2 and
synaptophysin were used as markers, but no differences in the
organization of the brain was observed. Also in testis, based on
immunohistochemistry, no differences were observed between
Fxr2 knockout and wild-type mice.
Responses on the behavioral test battery revealed several
differences between Fxr2 knockout and wild-type mice. Fxr2
knockout mice were hyperactive (i.e. traveled a greater
distance, spent more time moving and moved faster) in the
open-field test, impaired on the rotarod test, had reduced levels
of prepulse inhibition, displayed less contextual conditioned
fear, were impaired at locating the hidden platform in the
Morris water task and were less sensitive to a heat stimulus. In
contrast, anxiety-related responses, acoustic startle, startle
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Table 1. Comparison between Fmr1 and Fxr2 KO mice in behavioural
studies

habituation and auditory-cued conditioned fear were similar
between the Fxr2 knockout and wild-type mice. In addition,
although the Fxr2 knockout mice were less proficient at
locating the hidden platform during training in the Morris
water task, they did appear to be using a spatially-biased search
strategy similar to the wild-type controls. These behavioral
findings support a role for Fxr2 in domains of CNS function
that regulate behavioral responses.
There are several possible explanations for the impaired fear
conditioning of the Fxr2 knockout mice on the context test.
Firstly, Fxr2 knockout mice might be too hyperactive to show
a normal freezing response. Secondly, Fxr2 knockout mice
may have reduced sensitivity to painful stimuli. Thirdly, Fxr2
mice have a generalized impairment in learning and memory
processes. Finally, the Fxr2 mutant mice may have a selective
learning and memory impairment that is related to a dysfunction
in the process(es) related to the encoding, storing and/or
retrieval of the multiple stimuli that make up the context test.
Findings from the other behavioral tests provide some support
for both the ‘activity’ hypothesis (i.e. Fxr2 knockout mice are
more active in the open-field) and the ‘pain sensitivity’
hypothesis (i.e. Fxr2 mice have a decreased response on the
hotplate test). However, the data from the CS test phase of the
conditioned fear task best support the last ‘selective context
processing’ hypothesis. Fxr2 knockout mice display normal
fear conditioning on the CS test, which indicates that they were
not too hyperactive to show normal freezing during this phase
of the test, and that they detected the shock well enough to
learn that the auditory cue signaled shock. Although more
experiments will need to be performed to understand more
fully the nature of the context fear impairment, taken together
the present data may best support the notion that Fxr2
knockout mice have difficulty processing the type of information
that is required for normal contextual fear conditioning.
Some, but not all, of the behavioral phenotypes of the Fxr2
knockout mice resemble the phenotypes of the Fmr1 knockout
mice that were previously evaluated on the same behavioral
test battery in the same laboratory (Table 1; 26). Both Fxr2 and
Fmr1 knockout mice are hyperactive in the open-field test, and
impaired on the rotarod test. In contrast, Fmr1 knockout mice,
but not Fxr2 knockout mice, display less anxiety-related
responses in the open-field and light–dark test. In addition, the

Fmr1 knockout mice, but not Fxr2 knockout mice, have a
reduced acoustic startle response. From Table 1 one can also
see that Fxr2, but not Fmr1, knockout mice are impaired on the
context-dependent conditioned fear test, show poor performance
during training of the Morris water task, and a decreased
response to the heat stimulus on the hotplate test. In the original
study by Peier et al. (26), Fmr1 knockout mice were not tested
for levels of sensorimotor gating. Recently, Chen and Toth
(32) and K.L.McIlwain and L.A.Yuva-Paylor (personal
communication) have shown that Fmr1 knockout mice have
enhanced prepulse inhibition, which is opposite of the
impaired prepulse inhibition that is seen in the Fxr2 knockout
mice.
It is important to be cautious when comparing the behavioral
results of the Fmr1 and Fxr2 knockout mice. Although the
behavioral experiments were performed in the same laboratory
using the same equipment, they were not performed simultaneously. There were likely to be environmental differences
between the two studies that may have contributed differentially
to the outcomes. It is clear that behavioral responses vary
among mice of different genetic backgrounds (reviewed in 31).
The behavioral studies of Peier et al. (26) were performed
using Fmr1 knockout mice on a C57BL/6 genetic background,
while the current studies with the Fxr2 knockout mice were
performed using mice that were on a mixed genetic background
(see Materials and Methods). It is extremely difficult to compare
the responses of different mutant mice on different genetic
backgrounds [also see Paradee et al. (29) and Dobkin et al.
(28)]. These methodological differences between the studies
with the Fmr1 knockout and the Fxr2 knockout mice do
warrant caution; they do indicate that Fxr2 and Fmr1
contribute to several behavioral responses.
We have recently generated Fmr1/Fxr2 double knockout
mice. We have used a breeding strategy that will generate
Fmr1, Fxr2, and the Fmr1/Fxr2 double knockouts that are
littermates and therefore all on the same type of genetic background. The Fmr1/Fxr2 double knockout mice will be useful
for testing the hypothesis that the gene products from Fmr1
and Fxr2 complement/interact with each other. If this hypothesis is accurate, then we should see some behavioral responses
that are exaggerated in the Fmr1/Fxr2 double knockouts when
compared to the individual Fmr1 and Fxr2 knockout mice
(e.g. open-field activity). In contrast, there may be some
responses that are not present in the Fmr1/Fxr2 double knockouts
because the two individual gene knockout phenotypes are in
opposing directions (e.g. prepulse inhibition). It is also
possible that a deficiency in both Fmr1 and Fxr2 will produce
behavioral responses that are not observed in either singlegene knockout. Regardless of the outcome of the behavioral
studies with the Fmr1/Fxr2 double knockout mice, we believe
that the findings from these double knockout mice will provide
important insight into the relationship between the function of
FMRP and the FXR proteins, and increase our understanding
of how these interactions might contribute to fragile X syndrome.
FXR2P has not been associated with any known human
disease. Based on the phenotype found for the Fxr2 knockout
mice, it will be interesting to test whether, in humans, an autosomal recessive form of mental retardation is caused by the
absence of FXR2P.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Targeting construct and ES cell electroporation
A human FXR2 cDNA was used to screen the mouse cosmid
library CCE to identify the mouse Fxr2 cDNA. A number of
overlapping cosmids almost completely covering the Fxr2
gene were identified. A 11 kb BamHI fragment containing
introns 3–13 was used to generate the targeting construct
pCB33. The 11 kb BamHI fragment was cloned into pBluescriptKS with the Neo cassette cloned in the antisense orientation
into the BglII site thereby deleting exon 7. The tk cassette was
cloned into the SalI site of pBluescriptKS. The targeting
construct pCB33 is depicted in Figure 1.
The targeting construct pCB33 was linearized by ClaI to
allow homologous recombination of the plasmid with ES cell
DNA. Electroporation was performed using 107 ES cells in 400 µl
PBS using a Progenetor II Gene Pulser (1200 µF and 117 V for
10 ms). Selection of transfectants was performed by selecting
for the presence of the neo cassette with G418 (200 µg/ml) and
the absence of the tk cassette with FIAU (2 µM). After cells
were cultured to promote colony formation, the colonies were
picked and cultured individually. From each clonal colony,
half was frozen and half was used for DNA isolation to identify
homologous recombination events.
DNA analysis
PCR and Southern blot analysis was performed on all isolated
ES cell clones to identify homologous recombination events.
PCR was performed using primers neof (5′-CCTGCGTGTACCCCACAGGTCC-3′) and fxr2AB (5′-CTGTAAGGATTGCTGTCTGGATCC-3′). Cycle conditions were 2 min at 94°C, 18×
(10 s at 94°C, 30 s at 60°C, 3 min at 68°C), 19× (10 s at 94°C,
30 s at 60°C, 200 s per cycle at 68°C), 15 min at 68°C using the
Expand Long Template PCR System (Boehringer Mannheim,
buffer 3). For Southern blot analysis ES cell DNA was
digested with BglII. As a probe for Southern blot hybridization
the PCR fragment generated with primers fxr2e4 (5′-GCGGATGATGAAGGGAGATG-3′) and fxr2iR (5′-GGACAGAGCTGGCACTGTG-3′) was used. Cycle conditions were 5 min at
94°C, 30× (30 s at 95°C, 30 s at 60°C, 90 s at 72°C), 10 min at
72°C using standard PCR buffers.
ES cells positive for the homologous recombination event
were injected into C57BL/6J blastocysts which were implanted
in pseudopregnant C57BL/6J females. The mice were shipped
to Baylor College of Medicine where they were embryo rederived
before testing behavior.
Immunohistochemistry
Fxr2 knockout and wild-type mice (n = 4) were anaesthetized
and killed by perfusion fixation with 3% paraformaldehyde for
10 min. Various organs were dissected, including brain, testes,
liver, spleen, heart, muscle, kidney and lung with post fixation
in 3% paraformaldehyde overnight. Tissues were embedded in
paraffin according to standard protocols. Paraffin sections (5 µm)
were examined for gross abnormalities using hematoxylin and
eosin staining.
For immunocytochemistry, paraffin sections of wild-type
and Fxr2 knockout tissues were deparaffinized followed by
microwave treatment in 0.01 M sodium citrate solution.
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Endogenous peroxidase activity was inhibited by 30 min
incubation in PBS-hydrogen peroxide-sodium azide solution.
Sections were incubated with rabbit polyclonal antibodies
(1937) against FXR2P to study the presence of cross-reactive
material in the Fxr2 knockout mice (24). In addition, the
expression pattern of the two homologs, Fmrp and Fxr1p,
using monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies, respectively
(24,33), was also examined. Furthermore, to study pathological
abnormalities within the brain in more detail we used antibodies against specific markers, including neurofilament-H
(SMI31), microtubule associated protein-2 (MAP-2), Tau
protein and synaptophysin. Subsequently, an indirect immunoperoxidase technique was performed using 3,3′-diaminobenzidineHCl as a substrate. Sections were also counterstained with
haematoxylin, dehydrated with ethanol and mounted with
Entellan.
Behavioral studies
Animals. A total of 56 F2 (129/Ola: FVB: C57BL/6J) male
mice were used for the experiments. Mice that tested positive
for the presence of the rd/rd mutation were excluded (28). Two
distinct replicate batches of mice were tested. In batch A there
were 11 wild-type and 14 mutant mice. In batch B there were
16 wild-type and 15 mutant mice. The mice were housed in a
room with a 12:12 h light:dark schedule with lights on at 0600
with access to food and water ad libitum. Mice were housed
and tested in accordance with NIH policies on use of animals
in research and all behavioral testing procedures have been
approved by the Animal Protocol Review Committee at Baylor
College of Medicine.

Behavioral tests
Male mice were subjected to a standard test battery originally
reported by Crawley and Paylor (31) using procedures
described in McIlwain et al. (34). The order of testing has been
designated from least invasive to most invasive (34). Mice began
testing at 10 weeks of age.

Neurological screen
The mouse was placed into an empty cage and observed for
1 min. Several behavioral responses were assessed (i.e. wild
running, freezing, licking, jumping, sniffing, rearing, movement throughout the cage, urination and defecation). Postural
reflexes were then evaluated by first determining if the mouse
splayed its limbs in response to rapid vertical and horizontal
cage movement. The righting reflex, whisker touch response,
eye blink and ear twitch were then evaluated. Several simple
motor responses were evaluated using a wire suspension test
and a vertical pole test. In the wire suspension test, the mouse
was suspended from a single wire (2 mm) by its forepaws, with
hang time on the wire scored for a maximum of 60 s. In the
vertical pole test, a mouse was placed facing up on a cloth-tapecovered pole (1.9 cm diameter, 43 cm long). The end of the
pole was then lifted to a vertical position and the time a mouse
stayed on the pole was recorded for a maximum of 60 s. These
values are converted to a pole test score: fell before the pole
reached 45° or 90° angle = 0 or 1, respectively; fell in 0–10 s,
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2; 11–20 s, 3; 21–30 s, 4; 31–40 s, 5; 41–50 s, 6; 51–60 s, 7;
stayed on 60 s and climbed halfway down the pole, 8; climbed
to the lower half of the pole, 9; climbed down and off in 51–60 s,
10; 41–50 s, 11; 31–40 s, 12; 21–30 s, 13; 11–20 s, 14; 1–20 s, 15.
During each test any abnormal behavioral responses, such as
hind limb clutching, were recorded. The mouse was then
weighed and its body temperature assessed using a rectal probe
(Thermalert TH-5). Other physical features were recorded
including the presence of whiskers, bald hair patches, palpebral
closure, exophthalmos and piloerection.

Locomotor activity in the open-field
One week after the neurological screen, locomotor activity was
evaluated by placing mice into an open-field arena. Each
subject was placed in the center of a clear Plexiglas (40 × 40 ×
30 cm) chamber and allowed to explore for 30 min. Room
lighting was provided by overhead incandescent light to
approximately 800 lux inside the test chamber. In addition,
white noise was present in the room at ∼55 dB inside the test
chamber. Activity in the open-field was recorded and quantitated
by a computer-operated Digiscan optical animal activity
system [RXYZCM (16), Accuscan Instruments] containing 16
photoreceptor beams on each side of the arena, which divides
the arena into 256 equally-sized squares. Total distance (locomotor activity), vertical activity (rearing measured by number
of photobeam interruptions) and centre distance (i.e. the
distance traveled in the center of the arena) were recorded. The
center distance was also divided by the total distance to obtain
a center distance/total distance ratio. The center distance/total
distance ratio can be used as an index of anxiety-related
responses (26). Data were collected at 2 min intervals over the
30 min test session.

and 90 dB. Finally, there were trials where no stimulus was
presented to measure baseline movement in the cylinders. Six
blocks of the seven trial types were presented in pseudorandom
order such that each trial type was presented once within a
block of seven trials. The average intertrial interval was 15 s
(ranged from 10 to 20 s). The startle response was recorded for
65 ms (measuring the response every 1 ms) starting with the
onset of the startle stimulus. The background noise level in
each chamber was 70 dB. The maximum startle amplitude
recorded during the 65 ms sampling window was used as the
dependent variable. Animals that did not have an average
maximum startle amplitude of 100 were excluded from the
analyses. The value of 100 is ~2-fold higher than the average
measurement taken assessed during the NO Stimulus trials.
This exclusion criterion is based on several years of experience
in Dr Paylor’s laboratory studying the startle response in mice.
The following formula was used to calculate the percentage
of prepulse inhibition of a startle response: 100 – [(startle
response on acoustic prepulse plus startle stimulus trials/startle
response alone trials) × 100]. Thus, a high percentage prepulse
inhibition value indicates good prepulse inhibition, i.e. the
subject showed a reduced startle response when a prepulse
stimulus was presented compared to when the startle stimulus
was presented alone. Conversely, a low percentage prepulse
inhibition value indicates poor prepulse inhibition, i.e. the
startle response was similar with and without the prepulse.
Habituation of the acoustic startle response
One week later, habituation of the acoustic startle response was
measured. One hundred startle stimuli (120 dB, 40 ms) were
presented to each mouse. The average interstimulus interval
was 15 s. The maximum response to each stimulus was
recorded.

Rotarod test

Pavlovian conditioned fear

Motor coordination and balance were tested 1 week later using
an accelerating rotarod (UGO Basile Accelerating Rotarod).
The rotarod test was performed by placing a mouse on a
rotating drum and measuring the time each animal was able to
maintain its balance walking on top of the rod. Some mice held
on to the rotating drum as they began to fall and rode
completely around the rod. For these mice, the latency to the
first complete revolution was recorded. The speed of the
rotarod accelerated from 4 to 40 r.p.m. over a 5 min period.
Mice were given four trials with a 20 min intertrial rest
interval. The mice were returned to their home cage during
each intertrial rest interval.

Two to three weeks later performance in a conditioned fear
paradigm was measured as described by Paylor et al. (36)
using a Freeze Monitor system (San Diego Instruments).
Although this test chamber has been validated for scoring of
conditioned fear in mice (37), the data presented here are
derived from experimenters that were blind to the genotype
during testing. The test chamber (26 × 22 × 18 cm high) was
made of clear Plexiglas and surrounded by a photobeam
detection system (12 × 10 beams). The floor of the test
chamber was a grid floor used to deliver an electric shock. The
test chamber was placed inside a sound attenuated chamber
(Med Associates, internal dimensions: 56 × 38 × 36 cm). Mice
were observed through windows in the front of the sound
attenuated chamber. A mouse was placed in the test chamber
(house lights ‘ON’) and allowed to explore freely for 2 min. A
white noise (80 dB), which served as the CS, was then presented
for 30 s followed by a mild (2 s, 0.5 mA) foot-shock, which
served as the unconditioned stimulus (US). Two minutes later
another CS–US pairing was presented. The mouse was
removed from the chamber 15–30 s later and returned to its
home cage. Freezing behavior was recorded using the standard
interval sampling procedure every 10 s. Responses (run, jump
and vocalize) to the foot-shock were recorded. Animals that
did not respond to the foot-shock were excluded from analysis.

Startle and prepulse inhibition of the startle
One week after rotarod testing, prepulse inhibition of the
acoustic startle responses was measured using the SR-Lab
System (San Diego Instruments, San Diego, CA) as described
previously (35). A test session began by placing a mouse in the
Plexiglas cylinder where it was left undisturbed for 5 min. A
test session consisted of seven trial types. One trial type was a
40 ms, 120 dB sound burst used as the startle stimulus. There
were five different acoustic prepulse plus acoustic startle stimulus
trials. The prepulse sound was presented 100 ms before the
startle stimulus. The 20 ms prepulse sounds were 74, 78, 82, 86
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Twenty-four hours later, the mouse was placed back into the
test chamber for 5 min and the presence of freezing behavior
was recorded every 10 s (context test). During training and
context test, the chambers were cleaned with 50% ethanol.
Two hours later, the mouse was tested for its freezing to the
auditory CS. Environmental and contextual cues were changed
for the auditory CS test: a black plexiglass triangular insert was
placed in the chamber to alter its shape and spatial cues, red
house lights replaced the white house lights, the wire grid floor
was covered with black plexiglass and vanilla extract was
placed in the chamber to alter the smell. Finally, the soundattenuated chamber was illuminated with red house lights.
During the CS test the chamber was cleaned with isopropyl
alcohol. There were two phases during the auditory CS test. In
the first phase (pre-CS), freezing was recorded for 3 min
without the auditory CS. In the second phase, the auditory CS
was turned on and freezing was recorded for another 3 min.
The number of freezing intervals was converted to a
percentage freezing value. For the auditory CS test, the
percentage freezing value obtained during the pre-CS period
was subtracted from the percentage freezing value when the
auditory CS was present.
Spatial learning in the Morris water task
Two weeks later, mice were trained in the Morris water task
(38) to locate a hidden escape platform in a circular pool (1.38 m
diameter) of water (39). Each mouse was given eight trials per
day, in blocks of four trials for four consecutive days. The time
taken to locate the escape platform (escape latency) and the
distance traveled were determined. After trial 32, each animal
was given a probe trial. During the probe trial, the platform
was removed and each animal was allowed 60 s to search the
pool. The amount of time that each animal spent in each quadrant was recorded (quadrant search time). The number of times
a subject crossed the exact location of the platform during
training was determined, and compared with crossings of the
equivalent location in each of the other quadrants (platform
crossing).
Selective search data in the probe trial were analyzed by
individual one-way (quadrants) repeated ANOVAs and
Newman–Keuls post-hoc comparison tests. A two-way
(genotype × gender) ANOVA was used to compare the
quadrant search time and platform crossing data for the
training quadrant only between mutant and wild-type mice.
Hotplate test
Two weeks later, the hotplate test was used to evaluate the
sensitivity to a painful stimulus. Mice were placed on a 55°C
(± 0.3) hotplate, and the latency to the first hind-paw response
was recorded. The hind-paw response was either a foot shake
or a paw lick.
Data analyses
Data for the various behavioral paradigms were analyzed using
two-way (genotype × batch) or three-way (genotype × batch ×
repeated measure such as time) analysis of variance (ANOVA).
Post-hoc comparisons were made using Newman–Keuls or
simple effects tests. Significance was set at P < 0.05.
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